Composition of the Escherichia coli 70S ribosomal interface: a cross-linking study.
70S tight-couple ribosomes from Escherichia coli were cross-linked by using the bifunctional reagent phenyl-diglyoxal (PDG). The reaction was stopped after 4-h incubation while still in the linear range. In comparison with untreated ribosomes, 30% of those treated with PDG were shown, by sucrose gradient experiments, not to be separable into their subunits, but remained as 70S particles. There was no detectable change in the structure of the reacted particles when their sedimentation behavior was compared with that of native 70S controls. When the cross-linking reaction was performed in the presence of tRNAPhe and poly(U), the reacted ribosomes retained 40-50% of their tRNA binding activity. The reaction leads predominantly to the formation of RNA-protein cross-links but protein--protein as well as RNA-RNA cross-links could also be detected. Cross-linked material was extracted, and the individual RNAs were separated into 23S, 16S, and 5S RNAs. Proteins were identified electrophoretically after reversal of the RNA-protein cross-links. Proteins were found to be cross-linked to RNAs within and across the ribosomal subunits; the latter are considered to be close to or at the 70S subunit interface. The arrangement of RNA and protein at the subunit interface is discussed.